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ABSTRACT

To aid studies of molecular evolution and to assist in
gene prediction research, we have constructed an
Exon–Intron Database (EID) in FASTA format.
Currently, the database is derived from GenBank
release 112, and it contains 51 289 protein-coding
genes (287 209 exons) that harbor introns, along with
extensive descriptions of each gene and its DNA and
protein sequences, as well as splice motif information.
There is 17% redundancy inherited from GenBank—
a purge at the 99% identity level reduced the data-
base to 42 460 genes (243 589 exons). We have
created subdatabases of genes whose intron positions
have been experimentally determined. One such
database, constructed by comparing genomic and
mRNA sequences, contains 11 242 genes (62 474
exons). A larger database of 22 196 genes (105 595
exons) was constructed by selecting on keywords to
eliminate computer-predicted genes. By examining
the two nucleotides adjacent to the intron boundary,
we infer that there is a 2% rate of errors or other
deviations from the standard GT…AG motif in
nuclear genes. This criterion can be used to eliminate
4921 genes from the overall database. Various tools
are provided to enable generation of user-specific
subsets of the EID. The EID distribution can be
obtained from http://mcb.harvard.edu/gilbert/EID

INTRODUCTION

The intron–exon organization of eukaryotic genes is an
intensely studied field of biology (1–13). The origin of introns
remains a mystery, and at least one theory—‘The Exon Theory
of Genes’—links their presence with the origin of genes (3).
Thus, questions in molecular evolution are being investigated
throughin silico analysis of intron–exon structures in various
organisms. To facilitate such studies, while taking advantage
of the exploding amount of sequence data now available, we
present an Exon–Intron Database (EID), which harbors 51 289
protein-coding genes that were extracted from the eukaryotic
subset of GenBank (release 112) (14). Besides its applications to
molecular evolution, the database may be of use to researchers
who are exploring ways to improve the accuracy of gene
prediction programs. Since the EID provides a well-organized,
extensive set of data for studying features of introns and exons,

including an ability to focus on experimentally determine
data, it is possible that it will lead to new insights that wi
improve intron/exon recognition.

We provide a flat file distribution of the EID enabling the
users to perform large-scale analyses of the features in
database. For each gene, the EID provides the prot
sequence, the DNA sequence as well as an extensive descri
taken from GenBank header information. All the sequences
in FASTA format, simplifying their use in many applications
We also provide intron phase information, intron position
lengths of introns and exons, along with four-letter strings th
contain the first and the last two bases of each intron (whi
can be used in error-correction, as we discuss below). All
these features are accessible through easily parseable han

When examining intron evolution, it is of importance t
know the correct positions of introns. Mistakes in the dat
even if rare, will have disproportionally high effects in an
analysis that involves mappings of intron positions fro
homologous proteins onto a single sequence (12), in investigat
of intron sliding (15), as well as in other studies. Unfortunate
mistakes do occur in GenBank.

The first category is mistakes that are due to clerical errors
these cases, the intron–exon boundaries are specified incorre
usually quite close to the actual boundaries. To identify ma
of these aberrations, we examine the first two and the last t
nucleotides of the intron. The pattern characterized
‘GT…AG’ is almost an invariable consensus for spliceosom
introns. In genes subject to typographical errors, the splici
motifs will most likely be other than GT…AG. Therefore, the
user can remove all the genes whose introns do not have
canonical GT…AG motif. However, this technique is onl
valid for spliceosomal introns, as group I and group II intron
do not exhibit this strong consensus. Furthermore, there i
recently identified consensus motif ‘AT…AC’ (16). Only
0.0176% of the introns in our database have this patte
Finally, it has been suggested that possibly 1% of non-canon
spliceosomal introns are present inArabidopsis thaliana(17).

The second class of incorrectly-identified intron position
arises as a result of inaccurate gene predictions by comp
programs. Many of the genes in GenBank have not be
confirmed experimentally and thus may be unreliable. Th
fact is especially troublesome if one is to use the data in t
database to improve the techniques of exon/intron recogniti
To tackle this problem we used two filtering methods to crea
subsets of the EID with minimal presence of non-experimenta
determined genes. The first approach involved comparing
the genes in the EID against the set of mRNA sequences
GenBank. Thus, if the coding sequence of a particular ge
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matched a known mRNA sequence we would have great confi-
dence that the gene structure has been established correctly.
The resulting subdatabase was 22% of the original EID. This
rather low figure can be due to the fact that only a fraction of
known mRNA sequences is present in GenBank and is labeled
as such. The second filtering method that we used was
keyword-based. We parsed the GenBank header information
for each gene to discard the genes whose structures were likely
to have been predicted. The resulting subset contained 44% of
the original database. Even though we believe the keyword-based
method works reasonably well, this subset is intrinsically less
pure than the one obtained through mRNA-matching, because of
its reliance on the often ambiguous GenBank header information.
Therefore, if the users need a database of experimentally-
confirmed genes, they may choose between a large EID subset
with possible minor contamination, and a smaller, but more
pure one.

DETAILS OF THE CONSTRUCTION AND THE FORMAT
OF THE EXON–INTRON DATABASE

The core of the EID is composed of three files: ‘gb112.dEID’,
‘gb112.pEID’ and ‘gb112.hEID’. These contain the DNA
sequences, the protein sequences and the GenBank header
information, respectively. To construct these files we parsed
the following .seq files from GenBank (release 112): gbinv1.seq,
gbinv2.seq, gbmam.seq, gbpln1.seq, gbpln2.seq, gbpri1.seq,
gbpri2.seq, gbpri3.seq, gbpri4.seq, gbrod.seq, gbvrt.seq. We
extracted all protein-coding genes (or gene fragments) that
exhibited tessellated structures. Isolating such genes from
GenBank entailed searching for ‘CDS join’ features that were
marked by one of the following strings:

CDS join
CDS complement(join

The information contained within these features, in principle,
specifies the exact positions of exons within the given nucleotide
sequences. Furthermore, each CDS feature should contain the
protein translation of the coding regions. In our analysis if the
translation was absent or was different by more than one
residue from the total length of all the exons, we discarded the
gene. There were 733 such genes. It bears mentioning that our
approach missed a small number of intron-containing genes
that were submitted before the adoption of the CDS join
feature. Because such entries were rather poorly standardized
and because their number was small, we chose to exclude them
from our analysis.

To assemble the DNA portion of the EID, we parsed each
CDS join feature to extract DNA sequences that were either
stored in the given entry or referenced elsewhere. Our parser
further took into account possible ‘complement’ tags within
the feature. Obtaining DNA sequences was more straightforward
for exons, as it simply required reading pieces of DNA specified
in the CDS join features. The determination of intron
sequences was slightly more involved as the program had to
read how the surrounding exons were being referenced. Thus
for a particular intron, if both surrounding exons were in the
same GenBank entry and on the same strand (either both or
neither were marked with ‘complement’) the program read the
sequence between the two exons to obtain the intron. Some-
times, when the exons were in different entries in GenBank, on
different strands in the same entry, or came from an mRNA

sequence, the intron sequence could not be determined. In s
cases, the program still attempted to look at the DN
surrounding the exons to deduce the splicing motif of th
intron. It should be noted that the approach of looking exclusive
at the CDS join feature precluded us from obtaining parts of t
gene that resided outside the protein-coding region. In general
3� and the 5� UTR information is much less standardized than th
CDS join feature, making its compilation considerably le
reliable.

The DNA database was constructed in the standard FAS
format. Thus, each gene has its own entry, where the first l
of the entry starts with a ‘>’ sign and contains informatio
about the sequence. This description contains the following
of identifiers: a unique EID index, the GenBank locus, th
GenBank protein identifier (protein_id) and a short descriptio
extracted from the DEFINITION line of the GenBank entry. I
addition, the first line includes the following sequence-speci
information: intron phases (positions of introns withi
codons—could be 0, 1 or 2), intron lengths, exon lengths, t
total exon length and the total intron length. If for any of th
reasons mentioned above, the intron size is unknown, the le
‘u’ is used instead of the actual intron size. Also, if the length
any one of the introns is unknown, the total length is automatica
set to –1, denoting that the total length is unknown. The la
field of the line contains the splice motif information. Here, fo
each intron we provide a four-letter string that is composed
the first two and the last two nucleotides of the intron. Sometim
when only the mRNA sequence is given, or the particul
intron simply has not been deposited to GenBank, we a
unable to determine the sequence at the start or the end of
intron, and we place ‘NN’ in the corresponding portion of th
motif string. The other case, where we cannot determine
splicing motifs, usually suggests a typographical error. It aris
when the distance between neighboring exons is less than
nucleotides. Here, we label the entire motif as ‘EEEE’. Th
nucleotide sequence is presented after the first line. Exons
given in capital letters, while the introns are set to lower cas
If the intron sequence is unknown, it is represented by a pair
periods ‘..’.

The protein part of the EID is composed in the standa
FASTA format as well. To construct it, we took translation
from every ‘CDS join’ feature and determined, based on ex
lengths, where the introns were relative to the protein sequen
Thus if the codon for a particular residue was interrupted by
intron or was immediately preceded by an intron, the letter f
that residue was set in lower case. Similar to the DNA datab
the first line of each entry contains a series of identifiers: t
EID index, the GenBank locus, the protein_id identifier and
short description from the DEFINITION line. This information
is followed by lists of intron positions, intron phases and exo
sizes, along with the total length of the protein. All the position
and lengths are given in terms of residues. The rest of the en
consists of the protein sequence.

The third file mentioned above contains extensive descript
information for all the sequences given in the other two databas
The entries in all three databases follow the same indexi
facilitating their concurrent use. The description for each en
in the third database was extracted from the header portion
the corresponding GenBank entry, and includes both
information about the locus as well as the information speci
to the gene. These points are illustrated in Figure 1.
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The database contains a total of 51 289 genes. To obtain a
measure of redundancy in the database we purged the EID
using the program GBPURGE (18) at 99% protein identity
level. This reduced the number of genes to 42 460, implying
that ~17% of the database is redundant. Since redundancies

can be of many types, e.g. alternative splicing isoforms, clo
homologs, independently-sequenced genes, the purging
needed at all, would have to be specific to the user’s task. F
that reason we choose to present the complete datab
providing a tool for users to perform their own purges. To pu

Figure 1. (a) Sample GenBank entry that carries an intron-containing gene. Sections marked as ‘Locus Header’ and ‘Gene Info’ are placed in the header
EID. They provide the information common to the entire locus and the individual gene, respectively. (b andc) The corresponding entries in the DNA and protei
subsets of the EID, respectively. The “\” symbols are not present in the actual entries but are shown in the figure to indicate line continuation.
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our genes with specific properties the EID can also be
subjected to other filters, the application of which is outlined in
Figure 2. We note that the use of the ‘GT…AG’ filter eliminates a
gene if any one of its introns is not of the ‘GT…AG’ type. For
that reason, while the proportion of non-canonical or possibly
non-canonical introns in the EID is 3.6%, the proportion of
eliminated genes is several times higher at 10.7%, reflecting
the fact that most genes contain several introns.

DETAILS OF THE PREDICTED/EXPERIMENTAL
FILTERS

The most important filter presented here works to eliminate those
genes whose intron–exon structures have not been determined
experimentally. We must note that because GenBank does not
enforce the flagging of such sequences by the submitters, it may not
be possible to determine with perfect certainty whether a particular
gene is experimentally or non-experimentally determined.

We pursued two approaches to isolating those genes whose
exon–intron structures were obtained experimentally. Under
the first method, we parsed the GenBank.seq files mentioned
above to extract all the mRNA-containing entries, which can
be identified by ‘mRNA’ tags in LOCUS lines. We used
BLAST2 (19) to search for matches between the coding
sequences of the genes in the EID and the sequences in the
mRNA database. By using a 95% identity cutoff, we isolated
11 242 genes whose structures were reliable. The results were
placed in the following files: gb112.exp_mrna.pEID,
gb112.exp_mrna.dEID and gb112.exp_mrna.hEID.

The second approach was based on a set of keywords that
were applied to different regions within the GenBank entries.

We believe that this method allowed us to filter out the va
majority of proteins with predicted gene structures. For th
sake of flexibility, we split the filtering procedure into two
steps. The first filter used two sets of keywords. The first s
consisted of the names of various gene finders (Table 1a)
the filtering program found one of the names in the part of t
GenBank entry common to all the features in the locus, all t
genes in the locus were discarded. If it encountered one of
keywords in the part that was specific to a particular gene, o
that gene was discarded. The other set of keywords consis
of ‘evidence=experimental’, ‘non_experiment’ and ‘predict
The program looked for these strings only in those portions
GenBank entries that were specific to individual genes (Fig.
It thus eliminated all the genes that were flagged by keywor
‘non_experiment’ and ‘predict’ while retaining all the gene
that were labeled with the ‘evidence=experimental’ tag. T
‘evidence=experimental’ tag was stronger than all the oth
indicators and thus we kept all the genes that were flagged w
it, regardless of which other flags may have been present.

The second filter attempted to remove all the remainin
genes that had been found through large-scale geno
sequencing projects. It has been our experience that mos
such genes have not been confirmed experimentally. Thus,
second filter removed all the loci that contained words ‘BAC
(Bacterial Artificial Chromosome), ‘YAC’ (Yeast Artificial
Chromosome), ‘PAC’ (P1-derived Artificial Chromosome) o
‘cosmid’ in the DEFINITION line. It also removed those loci tha
contained the word ‘chromosome’ followed by the chromosom
name. Finally, the filter discarded all the loci that had ‘HTG
(High-Throughput Genomic sequences) as one of the tags
the keyword field. It should be noted that, as was the case with
first filter, any gene that contained the ‘evidence=experiment
tag was retained regardless of the presence of other flags.
entries were spot-checked and examined with the cor
sponding literature to verify that the intron positions were n

Figure 2.Flow diagram that briefly outlines the process of making the EID and
filtering it as described in the paper. The arrows marked with ‘GT|AG’ represent
the exclusion of all the genes that include non-‘GT…AG’ introns.

(a) The tags from the first stage of the filtering procedure. All the
counts represent the numbers of affected genes in the EID. The left
column lists the five most frequent gene finding programs. The
total count of all the remaining gene finders is presented under
‘Other Gene Finders’. For an extensive and up-to-date list of gene
finding programs see Dr Wentian Li’s web page at http://linkage .
rockefeller.edu/wli/gene/programs.html . (b) The tags from the sec-
ond stage of the filtering process. All the counts represent the num-
bers of affected genes in the EID after the first filtering stage.
Chromosome names were identified as words that either started
with digits or consisted entirely of roman numerals.

Table 1.Frequencies of genes marked by the tags used in the
keyword-based filtering of the EID
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database was left with 22 345 entries which were placed in
files with prefix ‘gb112.exp_keyw2’.

STATISTICS OF THE DATABASE

The database clearly contains a wealth of interesting biological
information. Here, we present some statistics that are relevant

to the database construction and to some of the filters discus
earlier. Table 1 shows the incidence of the keywords used
the keyword-based filtering approaches. We note the frequ
occurrence of the keyword GENEFINDER in the databas
This is due to the fact that the GeneFinder program was use
locate genes in the sequence data produced by theCaenorhabditis
elegans genome project. Indeed, as Table 2 shows, t
C.elegansgenes constitute fully a third of the entire databas

Table 2.Frequencies of genes from the five most common species and all the species
combined

The ‘GT…AG’ columns refer to genes with only ‘GT…AG’ motif introns. A gene is
labeled ‘unknown’, if it is unknown whether all the introns are of the ‘GT…AG’ type.
Only nuclear-encoded genes are counted.

Table 3.Frequencies of most common intron splice motifs in the five most common species and
all the species combined

Only nuclear-encoded genes are counted. ‘EEEE’ stands for introns less than four nucleotides
long; and ‘NN’ represents unknown motifs.
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More generally, Table 2 lists the frequencies of genes from the
top five species and all the species combined in the EID and its
two filtered subsets. In presenting these statistics, we discard
genes that, based on GenBank annotations, originate in
organelles. One notable feature of the table is the sharp
decrease in the number orC.elegansand A.thaliana genes,
when predicted genes are filtered out. This is not particularly
surprising since both theC.elegansand A.thaliana projects
have focused on sequencing the genomic DNA, and not the
mRNA. In the same vein, one can explain why the number of
human genes stays relatively constant—many more human
mRNAs have been sequenced. Table 3 presents the frequencies
of the most common splice motifs for the same five species and
for all the species combined. As above, we focus on nuclear
introns. We note that the ‘GT…AG’ motif dominates the database
accounting for 98% of all the known motifs. This percentage
drops somewhat in the filtered subsets because the entries for
experimentally-determined genes are intrinsically more susceptible
to typographical errors. Indeed, one can easily force a
computer program to predict introns with canonical boundaries
only, while experimentally found introns suffer from occasional
mistakes made by human annotators.

TOOLS/DISTRIBUTION

To facilitate interaction with the database, we provide a series
of command-line tools, all of which can also be accessed
through a menu-driven PERL program. One of the tools we
provide lets the user purge the EID or its subset at 99% identity.
Since we had already generated lists of all related proteins
using the ‘smallfamily’ option of the program GBPURGE
(18), this purging process is swift and flexible. We also offer a
number of scripts to generate various databases—databases of
individual exons, individual introns, coding sequences—all in
FASTA format. Additional tools allow the users to restrict
their analyses to various subsets of the database. One can
isolate genes (or exons, or introns) by species, or by splicing
motifs. We provide a script to isolate nuclear- and organelle-
encoded genes. It must be kept in mind, however, that the
script is based on the ‘ORGANISM’ field within GenBank,
and is thus not perfectly effective. The user can also create
different databases for introns of different phases or exons with
different flanking phases. More generally, we provide a script
that uses a PERL regular expression as one of the command
line parameters to extract all the database entries that contain

matches for that regular expression. One can thus cre
custom databases based on function or other gene feature
addition, we include utilities that allow the user to look u
entries by EID indices, protein_id codes, LOCUS names
ACCESSION codes. All these tools, as well as the EID and
filtered subsets are provided within a single distribution. Th
distribution also includes the parsers that were used to m
the database, as well as the keyword filter that was used
exclude genes whose structures have not been found thro
experiment. The distribution can be found at http://mcb.harva
edu/gilbert/EID
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